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Abstract
Nigeria suffers conflicts whose causes are pinned on ethnic consciousness and factors other than culture. As such, culture is considered as an epiphenomenon. But at the base of Nigerian conflicts is culture which shapes and stirs ethnic consciousness, and remains a divisive factor in human societies. Thus, Nigeria is socio-politically polarized along cultural lines and conflicting cultural contents despite the present world of traversing cultural boundaries. This paper analytically exposes culture as the socio-political base of ethnic consciousness and conflicts in Nigeria, and reveals the philosophical foundation of cultural character as well as axiological panacea to conflicts in Nigeria. The paper finds that in every socio-political setting, ethnic consciousness does not happen in a vacuum, and nobody speaks and acts from nowhere but from a cultural orientation; for culture is the matrix of human existence and nothing happens outside it. As such, ethnic consciousness and human socio-political exercises; behaviours, dispositions and actions are shaped, posited, viewed and interpreted from cultural spaces. But to bridle the negative impact of culture and enhance national unity, consciousness and patriotism of the citizenry, the study concludes that there is need for a national culture that is replete with indigenous values and overlapping similarities to form the content of curriculum in Nigerian education system.
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Introduction
Human socio-political thoughts, behaviours, practices and ethnic consciousness are shaped by cultural orientations, and cosmic realities are viewed and interpreted from cultural windows. As an indispensable fulcrum of existence, culture forms the interiority of the being of a people and subsequently shapes their existence (Patterson, 2000). As such, culture in Nigerian setting is the basis of ethnic homogeneity, consciousness, practices, disagreement and conflict. Cultural conflict is again more susceptible to Nigeria because of the country’s cultural heterogeneity and ethnicity which is fertile in contradictory systems, values, understanding, sense of superiority and right that overshadow the few overlapping similarities among people. This condition is however exacerbated by the glaring fact that Nigeria roams in poor governance and leadership ineptitude, lacking functional institutions that suppose to checkmate cultural excesses and cushion the effects of cultural relations and diffusion.

As such, ‘One Nigeria’ orientation meant to integrate the populace has yielded no result; for many cultural nations in Nigeria have continued to treat other ethnic groups as inferior strangers, who must share no equal socio-political and economic rights with them. Even among homogenous cultural groups, culture is also the basis of conflict. Such conflict often stems from degrees of consciousness or zealousness over certain cultural aspects, different interpretation or understanding of cultural elements and practices, as well as the promotion or abrogation of certain cultural tenets by indigenous conservatives and liberals. Along this line, cultural diffusion characterizing homogenous Nigerian cultures
also results to conflict. This is as such diffusion truncates the ties of the community, harmonious interiority of the being of the individuals in the community, internal equilibrium of personhood and autochthonous essence that derives from stable communally appreciated cultural values (Odimegwu, 2008). Against these unending conflict orienting conditions in Nigeria, ethnic consciousness and several factors other than culture have been wrongly considered. As such, this treatise tends to expose culture as that broad phenomenon which underscores human thoughts, dispositions, actions, ethnic consciousness and conflicts, and which deserves critical consideration so as to reduce its conflict effects in Nigeria and global human society.

**Conceptual Analysis**

Words can conceal or deliver ambiguous information. Thus, unexplained concepts are largely misnomers that obstruct understanding and knowledge. But clarified concepts reveal the meanings lurking in words and enhance human understanding. This is why there is great need to clarify culture, ethnic consciousness and conflict which are outstanding concepts in this discourse. Culture is not the general activities that pervade human existence, but the mode applied by specific people in cosmic activities. Thus, food and marriage are general phenomena among human beings but how a people make and eat food or marry form part and parcel of their culture.

Culture therefore bothers more on ‘how’ a people do things and not mainly on ‘what’ they do. This ‘how’ points at the peculiar processes in-between the agents and an end. The ‘how’ that makes culture comprises of explicit and tacit assumptions and understanding commonly held by a group of people, which serve as guides to their actions, and accords them ground for survival
Though culture is shaped by people’s experiences in the environment, it turns to form the deep seated beliefs that are behind people’s choices, how they think, their consciousness, character, orientation, belief, art, customs, attitudes, music, literature, social, political, ethical, intellectual, scientific, artistic, technological expressions and processes ((Ezeugwu, 2012), Olukaode, 2009). Culture is therefore the philosophical assumptions underlying human values, customs, social relations, ethnic consciousness and overall outlooks on life (Huntington, 1996). Hence, Ogbu (1983) describes it as a people’s unified picture of the cosmos explained by a system of concepts which order their natural and social rhythms and the place of individuals in the world.

Nevertheless, ethnic consciousness is an overt, deliberate or conscious promotion of cultural convictions, projection of tribal relevance and seeking of recognition or domination in national matters by a particular ethnic group. In this sense, ethnic consciousness connotes awareness and display of sentiments; thoughts, feelings, senses and uniqueness by people that come from a particular locality and have common characteristics, cultural identity and heritage. These are why Ayatse and Akuva (2013) describe ethnic consciousness as consciousness of belonging to, identifying with, and being loyal to a social group distinguished by cultural tradition; common language, in-group sentiment and self identity. This consciousness becomes glaring when this in-group allows their ethnic conviction and contents such as cultural sentiments; thoughts, feeling, senses, ties and uniqueness to manifest in the way they relate to others.

Ethnic consciousness is also a unique cultural group behaviour seeking for favour restrictive to its group members (Ayatse & Akuva, 2013). Thus, ethnic consciousness is a display
of sentiments from a cultural group in approval or disapproval of matters that affect them in the wider society. From these viewpoints, it stands that ethnic consciousness does not emanate from a vacuum. For, cultural elements and orientations stir, inform, shape and propel it. Hence, ethnic consciousness is a cultural consciousness. This is more so as it is replete with projection and defense of cultural convictions and sentiments; values, norms, ethos, thoughts, feeling, senses, ties, uniqueness as well as displaying of ethnic affinity and allegiance.

Conflict however is a violent disagreement or clash between two opposing groups. It is any discord resulting from almost every aspect of social situations (Ho-Won, 2008). Conflict occurs when opposing groups within a society contend something that is important to them (Ejeh, 2012). Thus, conflict emanates from pursuit of incompatible interests, goals and values by different groups. As such, it is understood as a violent condition underscored by divergent ideas, opinions, feelings and wishes mostly informed by cultural experiences. Conflict is therefore an overt struggle among persons or parties that degenerate to neutralizing, injuring or (in extreme cases) eliminating rivals in order to gain an advantage (Obaditan, 2003).

**Cradle and Essence of Culture**

Man’s innate ability to reason makes him a being with higher grade of existence. This rational ability enables man to perceive and interpret his peculiar environment, have a worldview, and assign meaning to his being, realities, activities and events around him (Oguejiofor, 2009). These perceptions, meaning and worldview are what the progenitors articulate as culture, which is discernible from customs and traditions that are visible in religious beliefs, rituals, festivals, norms, language, myths and folklores.
(Bamikole, 2008). Thus, ethnic progenitors coined culture in pristine time through their experiences in their environment, and taught it to their offspring who transmit it from generation to generation for their survival (Ekiyor, 2007). Based on this, culture is not only an unnatural phenomenon but an integral system of learned behaviour patterns, characterized by individuation, stemming not from biological inheritance, but from people’s encounter with their environment and manifests in the behaviour and consciousness of such people (Berger, 2002, Kanu, 2010).

In line with this evolution, essence of culture revolves around the modes of practices or processes of human groups which differentiates them from others. These modes could be visible in thoughts, character, productions, ethics, religion, arts, socio-political structures and relation peculiar to the people. The substance of culture also extends to its capacity to undergo constant dialectics through its encounter with internal and external agents. Thus, culture has an inevitable confrontation from change resulting to it being created and inherited. This happens as each generation leaves her footprints on the sands of time by confronting her cultural heritage, and in that confrontation creates her own tradition that accompanies their heritage (Ogbu, 1975). Adding to this essence however; is that culture is characterized by openness and dynamism which give rise to quantitative and qualitative changes in the socio-political dimensions of human society.

Within the natural change in culture is also persistent permanence. This is based on the reality that things or phenomenon naturally change and take on different forms, but they contain something which remains constant throughout the flux of change (Stumpf, 1994). While maintaining elements of continuity therefore, culture only derail significantly from what it was one or
two generations previously (Huntington, 1991). Consequently, culture in essence is identity. It acts as a Siamese with a people whom it clothes with a halo (its contents), and forms the ground and capacity of their consciousness and continuous existence and exploitation of opportunities in the world.

Adding to the essence of culture moreover are its constitutive and regulative functions reflecting in its capacity to shape human thought, behaviour and society as well as its embodiment of norms and ethos that enhance these functions (DiMaggio, 2000). Thus, culture as an integral system possesses an explicative and regulatory character, and performs adaptive and integrative roles in human society (Michael, 2008). This is why Odimegwu (2006) opines that culture is a way of life of a people that tells their way of ‘being’ and determines even their way of dying. Generally therefore, the nature of culture consists in cognitive processes which structure the thinking and mindset of a people, linguistic forms through which a particular people communicate and express their ideas; aesthetic character through which a people’s feelings and thoughts manifest and socio-political structure which governs their relationship in the society (Anikwe, 2014).

Assumed Basis of Conflicts in Nigeria
Some scholars argue that marginalization, socio-economic and political discrimination as well as ethnic consciousness are sources of conflicts in Nigeria (Senghas, 2002). Thus, conflict according to them erupts, when the marginalized cultural nations become conscious of their deprivations and seek an equal share of national income, economic opportunities, political recognition or social development as well as when they become conscious of their area of habitat. Proponents of this school of thought therefore believe
that multi-cultural societies only experience conflict of distribution and defense of geographical areas. This viewpoint also implies that conflicts in Nigeria are mere acts of agitation for recognition, absence of anticipated life prospects and dividends, as well as desperation and defense emerging from invasion or encroachment of hostile groups. However, only a cultural people can feel neglected, marginalized or discriminated when the aforementioned socio-political and economic conditions have implicative meaning in their culture. And only a cultural people can be conscious of their geographical location and boundaries as well as the need to defend it. As such, ethnic consciousness and people’s idea of socio-politics and economics; fair distribution of resources cannot be divorced from their cultural orientations, which are largely the basis of human sentiments, thoughts, behaviours, actions, social views, understanding and interpretation of socio-political and economic issues. More obviously, ethnic consciousness and human sense of inequality does not happen in a vacuum but are spurred, strengthened, interpreted and understood in cultural contexts.

Some scholars however argue that conflict emanates from conflicting interests (Ejeh, 2012). Yet, human interest or dispositions; likes and dislikes are also culturally contextual. Along this line, cultural orientations largely determine human interests. This is because people form ideas, interests or dispositions from materials and orientations supplied from cultural environments (Chinweuba & Ezeugwu, 2016). Another assumed source of conflict posited by scholars is differences in socio-political and economic ideologies held by diverse people or groups within the society. A critical investigation however shows that human ideologies are not separate from culture for they are products of culture. In this sense, Omazu (2010) concurs that people’s ideologies and their mode of governance are not different
from their culture and civilization. Thus, the ideology of people and their form of political, religious, economic and institutional organization are indispensable constituents or parts of cultural variables, identity and civilization.

Some thinkers also view religious differences as causes of conflict in Nigeria (Oforegbu, 2014). But, religion is also a variable that emanate from culture. Thus, the present clash between Christianity, Islam and Traditional Religion in Nigeria is simply a re-enactment of the age long clash of western, Arab and African traditional cultures that serve as sources of these creeds. Other assumed basis of conflict in Nigeria bothers on theological and psycho-biological determinism. The theological determinists assert that humans are irresistibly directed by supernatural forces (Arua, 2007). This assertion presents humans as mere material beings incapable of thinking and willing. However, the fact that proponents of this assumption have not rationally proven the sequences; how, where and when of this supernatural cosmic control as well as the ground of human responsibility in the universe nullifies their claim. Hence, the world still prescribes responsibilities of actions to human agents. Driven by psycho-biological understanding, Hobbes (1985) submits that humans are deterministically propelled to abnormal motions of will, appetite and aversion which are visible in cosmic competition, diffidence and glory that results to enmity and conflict. Other psycho-biological determinists however point at endocrine glands and genes as determinants of human conducts. A critical investigation however reveals that psycho-biological factors only confer personal characters on individuals, a character inherited from one’s lineage. Such character is not general in a people and do not affect or drive the behaviour of an ethnic group in a significant way as culture generally does. Thus, the conflicts brought by psycho-
biological factors are personal and not general as that brought by culture which largely involves an ethnic group.

**Culture: The Socio-Political Base of Ethnic Consciousness and Conflicts in Nigeria**

From the discourse so far, it stands that culture is the catalyst behind major conflicts in Nigeria. Among homogenous people, such conflict is often between conservatives and liberals of cultural tenets. This is as conservatives fanatically oppose the liberal human natural openness to change and alteration of cultural traditions and customs (Chinweuba & Ezeugwu, 2018). However, cultural diffusion and change has broken traditions and practices that form the fulcrum of internal equilibrium and psychic coordination of the individual and the community. The dire effect is the increasing crisis of being, identity and personhood among the citizenry, which increases their frustration and spurs them to violent conflict.

In Nigeria, tribalism is glaring as people largely identify with their cultural groups, and politics is even played along cultural lines and bias (Obatala, 2014). This cultural consciousness batters nationalism, patriotism and integration leading to habitual sabotage of national interest, escalating tension and conflict (Nze, 2007). Along this line, Nigeria is replete with cultural divisive notion of “us” as superior and “them” as inferior which paves way for cultural hegemony and stiff resistance. Adding to these are cultural differences replete in contradictory and provocative value systems and religious experiences. These cultures in fact advance diverse versions of what is right and what is wrong, who is right and who is wrong which are answered based on cultural stipulations. Based on these, what is right for a cultural group may be ethically wrong for another (Nwozuzu 2011). And some actions
are frowned at when it involves one’s people but regarded as a virtue when it involves strangers or ‘infidels’ (Amunnadi, 2012). In fact, the resentment of Nigerian cultural groups against each other is so pronounced that at every provocation, each group threatens secession or the existence of others (Nwokolo & Ogenyi, 2011).

In Nigeria still, the state creates social inequality that provokes conflict through its practices that recognize some ethnic cultural contents more than those of others. These state practices are glaring in its adoption of particular religious observances, language and other ethno-cultural practices during state functions. It is also visible in political appointments and distribution of commonwealth which favours some cultural groups more than others. This is exacerbated by symbols of the state, naming conventions (of buildings, roads, streets, centers, etc) and recognition of national heroes and histories that are not evenly distributed among all cultural groups. These social and political imbalances of course, signal the dominance of the cultural groups that own these practices and their full inclusion in the society’s administration (UNDP, 2004). It however stirs deep resentment and ethnic consciousness in other cultural groups who feel symbolically excluded and disadvantaged in the state administration. Langer (2005) however documents that such lopsidedness in state’s practices also creates an explosive situation as political elites usually hijack the situation, and mobilize their supporters for violent conflict along cultural lines with the aim of gaining prominence in their constituencies.

Besides, insufficient recognition of cultural groups by Nigeria government also causes conflict. And equal inclusion of cultural practices in the state administration again leads to conflicting multiple mode of living that is detrimental to the
society. However, attempt by the state to remain neutral in recognizing cultural values and practices mars quality administration and leads to cluelessness and ineptitude. It therefore stands that with unitary government in multi-cultural societies like Nigeria, the state would never recognize the cultural groups equally. Thus, Government policies, implementation and day to day administration would in one way or the other accord inferior or superior status to certain cultural practices. Consequently, the alienated cultural groups mobilize themselves violently along cultural lines to assert their relevance.

**Impact of Culture in Nigerian Existence**

The impact of culture in Nigerian existence is deeper than most scholars think. And with the present globalized world, modernism and information and communication technology (ICT), there has been enhanced social practice in which other cultures exert influences on many individuals. Thus, many people are not only shaped by their culture of origin but by other cultures through association. Evidently therefore, these cultures are the catalysts, spaces and bounds for expression and existence of peoples within Nigerian communities (Michael 2008). They are too the main sources of human character, motivation, power and display. This is as these cultures underlies human thoughts, orientations, attitudes, beliefs, assumptions, values, and thereby shape people’s definition, patterns of cohesion, disintegration and conflict (Huntington 2003).

Impact of culture in human beings is so pronounced that we may explicitly formulate theories or model, and consciously use them to guide our behaviour. We may also assume to be acting objectively, yet, strictly at the back of our minds are hidden assumptions, biases and prejudices stemming from one culture or
the other which shape these theories and determine how we perceive realities, what facts we look at, how we understand and judge their importance and merits. On this note, Dukor (2006) avers that,

Culture guides how people live, what they generally believe and value, how they communicate, and their habits, customs and tastes. It also guides the way people meet the various needs of the society, namely, how goods and services are produced and distributed, how power and decision making are designated, and how deity or gods are represented. Culture therefore prescribes rituals, art forms, entertainment and customs of daily living.

With these, it stands that cultural influences and control over human beings are unquantifiable. And it’s numerous, diverse and conflicting contents have largely rendered it a menace to harmonious human existence in Nigeria.

The Philosophical Base of the Argument
In various discourses, philosophers point at culture as the basis of conflicts in human societies. Heraclitus from his cultural experiences, for instance, teaches that cosmic realities are characterized by ‘strife’ and ‘conflict of opposites’. In congruence with this view, Protagoras argues in his philosophical relativism that as a result of its diversity, culture is the basis of human conflict. This, according to him is because, diverse cultural contents form and foster people’s divisive and conflicting perceptions, judgments, understanding and behaviour. Protagoras therefore submits that cultural differences which breed conflicts are products of ethnic convention and not of any natural standard,
but could be curbed through general state laws in the interest of peaceful and ordered society (Stumpf, 1994).

Adding to these, Whitehead (1991) acknowledges that cultural diversity provides incentives necessary for existence but is responsible for odds or conflicts that call attention in human societies. The philosophical basis of this discourse however become obvious in the views of Rawls that culture is though a necessary space for pursuit of rational and meaningful life but the principal divisive factor in human society, as well as the basis of conflict in the contemporary world (Mackenzie, 2009).

**Axiological Panacea to Cultural Conflicts in Nigeria**

Adequate management of diverse Nigerian ethnic groups and their conflicting cultural contents requires responsible, responsive and super servant leadership. This is a leadership with consciousness for functional structures and institutions that are capable of cushioning or managing the stress and tension that result from co-existence of these cultural groups and the changes within them. This is a leadership with eagerness to promote equal socio-economic and political opportunities for the citizenry. Only such leadership can equally sustain emphasis on positive aspects of diverse cultures, and guarantee inclusive governance that will equitably accommodate all cultural groups. Along this line, the onus lies on Nigerian government to curb cultural hegemony and excesses, and work for the survival of all cultural entities by recognizing positive values in every culture and encouraging cultural dialogue.

In addition to these is great need for a national culture replete with nationalism, loyalty, dedication, integrity, concern for one another, *right ideas, skills* and tolerance which subsist in diverse Nigerian cultures. The national culture must also be
characterized by practical human equality, recognition, diverse positive values and practices, truth and goodness. It should as well be fortified with capacity for all round social, intellectual, political, economic, psychological and patriotic development of future Nigerians. Nze (2007) supports this view asserting that;

the only way peoples can be amalgamated meaningfully must be through amalgamation of their ways of life or at least through emphasizing the common denominator of the way they live which adds up to their culture further synthesis into a type of general culture principle.

For general culture to take root or form the interiority of Nigerian citizenry and bridge the present conflicting differences in thought among Nigerians, it has to be embedded in national education curriculum, and must largely cut across the diverse Nigerian environments and positive traditions. Too, the national culture principle has to be promoted through frequent mass media orientation aimed at promoting mutual co-existence and unity among Nigerians. Along this line, mass media orientation should as well recognize and appreciate the positive differences and perceptions among Nigerian cultures which accord confidence and fulfillment to diverse cultural groups, create a sense of parity among them and promote national stability (Aribisala, 2014, Onwubiko, 1991, Stewart, 2000).

Another avenue to reduce conflict in Nigeria is through restructuring the country based on cultural groups. This will go a long way in enabling each cultural nation to exercise a semi-autonomy that will preserve her values, traditions and existence. More so, restructuring Nigeria will give each people their desired recognition and reduce conflicts resulting from contradictory cultural values and beliefs that manifest more in present unitary
system of administration. However, semi-socio-political and economic autonomy should be followed by periodic national conference involving representatives of cultural groups in Nigeria, and aimed at renegotiating national unity. Mutual agreements among cultural groups will indeed reduce cultural extremism, domination, polarization, barriers and ensure compliance of cultural nations in building common Nigerian interest.

**Conclusion**

It is in the nature of each cultural group to hold most of her cultural contents as superior and to repudiate those of others as inferior (O’Donohue, 1994). More so, a way of life of one cultural group may be repulsive and offensive to another. These are indeed the basis of conflicts in human societies. And exacerbating these conflicts is the fact that these cultures have lots of dissimilar and conflicting contents, and commands the loyalty and patriotism of individual citizenry. With the diversion of loyalty or patriotism to the tribe or sub-nation that results to sabotage of national interest remaining unchecked, the stability and very existence of the country is constantly threatened. Culture is therefore a divisive factor that consistently sparks conflict in Nigerian society (Segun & Oni, 2010). Its differences destroy common grounds among diverse people sharing the country, and its provocative contents, interpretation, understanding and change create discord among homogenous people.

However, culture is also a unifying force among people with common background (Huntington, 1996). This is as it unites more a homogenous people and people with similar cultural contents. Be that as it may, cultural nations in Nigeria can experience lasting peace and harmony through constant dialogue, Government equal recognition of cultural nations and constant
emphasis on mutually overlapping similarities and values therein in these cultures.
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